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1 Introduction

A large body of precision experimental data on decay properties of nu-
clear states up to excitation energies 3-4 MeV has been collected during
the last years due to the great progress in the 7- ray detection tech-
niques Obviously, the structure of nuclear excited states at these ener-
gies is more complicated than that of the lowest ones which are mainly
of two-quasiparticle or one-phonon character Thus, the properties of the
multi-quasiparticle and multi-phonon states appear to be the main goal
of many experiments Among them the main achievements concern the
lowest El states in some spherical nuclei [1] These states are members
of a two-phonon [2+ ® 3j~] quintet l Their distinctive feature is the un-
expectedly high excitation transition probability (~3 mW u ). According
to some theoretical studies [2, 3], at least one of the reasons for the large
B(El,0+s —> lj") values is the coupling of a two-phonon state with the
giant dipole resonance or, in other words, the dipole electric polarization
of the nucleus In the present paper we would like to focus our attention
on the J* = 2~ member of the two-phonon quintet with unnatural parity

We argue that some properties of the two-phonon 2~ state are also
strongly affected by the core polarization (of magnetic type in this case)
The reason is analogous to the electric dipole two-phonon state - the cou-
pling with high-lying spm-dipole resonances Due to the latter, a strong
reduction of M2-transition rates between low-lying states in some odd
mass spherical nuclei has been established [4-6] Here, we study the lole
of this effect on the two-phonon 2~ state in the even-even nuclei 142Ce and
144Sm Special interest in the present case is that the two-phonon unnat-
ural parity states are combined by natural parity excitations - isoscalar
quadrupole and octupole vibrational quanta (phonons). So we deal with
the magnetic polarization effect for predominantly electric states

xThe notation [2* ® 3|~] stands for the coupling of the 2+ and 3f RPA phonon states



2 Theory
Energies and 7- decay properties of the two-phonon states aie calculated
m the framework of the extended version of the quasiparticle-phonon
model (QPM) [7] This version 111 its most complete form has ahead\
been used to analyze the two-phonon states m spherical nuclei of the
chains of isotones with N= 82,84 m [2, 8]

The QPM Hamiltoman includes neutron and pioton mean fields the
BCS pairing interactions and paiticle-hole sepaiable multipole and spm-
inultipole interactions Moreover multipole pairing mteiactions 111 the
particle-particle channel with multipolanties A = 2,3 aie taken into ac-
count as well

Building blocks to construct the model configuration basis are the
quasiparticlo RPA (QRPA) phonons defined as follows

J1J2

(1)
where oitm and ajm are the Bogolmbov quasiparticle creation and annihi-
lation operators, $0 is the QRPA vacuum state which is supposed to be
a ground state of an even-even nucleus and ijj and 0 arc the RPA forward
and backward amplitudes, respectively The notation [ ]> stands for
angular momentum coupling After a series of transformations the QPM
Hamiltonian for an even-even nucleus is expressed in terms of the QRPA
phonons only

HQPM = ̂ QUQxv + l £ <2,?(Az) [[#,„„<?£„„] QX-J +
Api * l * 2 * L J

l [ l2 .

(2)

We denote by u>x, the energies of the QRPA phonons Knowing the
QPM Hamiltoman parameteis one can calculate u>\, and the amphtudes
t/> and <f> from the QRPA equations and then the coupling matrix elements
U^'*{\t) and V^'-{Xi) Expressions for the latter can be found 111 [T]



To describe two-phonon states of an even-even nucleus, the following
model wave function was used in [2, 8]:

JM

The system of equations for the unknown coefficients R, P, T and the
energy of the state (3) was evaluated by a variational principle The
violation of the Pauh principle in the multiphonon components of (3)
was minimized with the procedure given in [9, 10]. Note that for the trial
wave function (3) the last term of the QPM Hamiltonian (2) (the term
~ V) vanishes

3 Results and discussion

Here we discuss the lowest 2~ states in the nuclei 144Sm and I42Ce. Ex-
perimental data on low-lying 2~ states exist in refs. [12, 11],
moreover 7 - decay properties of the two-phonon states in these nuclei
have been studied within the QPM [2, 8] We use mainly the results of the
last two papers Specifically, we use the same sets of model parameters
(except constants of the sprn-dipole interaction which will be discussed
below)

The magnetic core polarization effect manifests itself through the
B(M2, 2~ —> 0+,) value Within the current approximation scheme the
two terms of the magnetic quadrupole operator, which is supposed to be
a one-body operator, contribute to the transition matrix element The
first one is proportional to the product of the one-phonon amplitude
Rt(Jv) multiplied by the sum of ip and <j> amplitudes ol the 2~ phonon
The second term is proportional to the two-phonon amplitude P*'*l(2~ v)
multiplied by ip*11*^2'2. Of course, the summation over the correspond-
ing phonon and single - particle quantum numbers is implied in both the



cases For the state of predominantly two-phonon structure just the first
term describes the core polarization It vanishes in the harmonic phonon
picture when the 2~[ state is pure [2+ g> 3j~] The importance of the last
item for a two-phonon state was first pointed out m ref [13]

Energies, wave function compositions, reduced probabilities of M2-
decay of the first 2~-states m 142Ce and 1/)4Sm are shown in Table 1 At
a chosen values of model parameters the wave functions of the 2~-states
are dominated by the two phonon [2̂ ~ ® 3^] component The o\eiall
contribution of the 2~ one-phonon components to eveiy wave function is
only of few per cent2 Nevertheless, the one-phonon components give the
mam contribution to the calculated B(M2, 2~ —> 0+s ) The direct decay
through two-phonon components makes up only a few percents of B(M2}|
(see Table 2) Let us remember that the decay through two-phonon
components makes up 20-50% of the total transition rate to the giound
state of the If member of the two-phonon quintet [2+ O 3^] [2, 3, 8] We
attribute this difference to that spin-flip two-quasiparticle components,
which play a negligible role in the structure of the isoscalar electric 2+
and 37 phonons, but contubute strongly to the B(M2)

It seems instructive to analyze what kind of the numerous QRPA 2~
phonons affect B(M2, 2" -> 0+s ) stronger The QRPA calculations of
M2-resonances with separable spm-multipole forces [14, 15] have shown
two maxima of the M2-strength in a spectrum of a spherical nucleus The
first (lower) peak is at Ex ~ 7—11 MeV while the second (higher) one is at
Ex ~ 17 MeV The structures of the 2~ phonons in these two regions aie
quite different The lower M2-resonance is formed by several strong M2-
phonons A sizable contribution to their excitation piobabihties is given
by the orbital part of the nuclear electromagnetic current Moreover, the
proton and the neutron wave function components of these states aie m
phase, 1 e these states are of the isoscalar nature [15]

2The minor differences with the results of refs (2, 8] are due to the other values of spin-dipole
coupling constants



Table 1

Energies, wave functions and B(M2; 2j" —» 0*, ) values

of the first 2" states in 142Ce and ' " S m for «<l2) = K\1)

Nucleus

143 Ce

H 4 Sm

Energy, MeV

2 67

3 54

Wave function (3)

R, %

1 1

36

P, %

71 5

96 4

T %

24 0

< 10

B(M2 2; - 0 s
+ , ) , ^ . f m 2

9'," = 9?"

62

25 3

g-ji = o wr

27

12 1

Table 2

Contributions of different parts of 2f state wave function to B(M2, 2j~ —» 0 ^ ) in
142Ce and 144Sm for different values of isovector spin-dipole constant K\ and

Components of wave function

one+two plionon components

one-phonon components only

two-phonon components only

(3)

62

7 0

0 02

B(M2, 2~ -

M 2Ce

(U

S7

97

0 02

2r> J

ISO

0 6

,r-0 5,i"

H0

111)

0 !



The high-hmg maximum is due to a single stiongh collective one-
phonon state Its wa\e function is composed b\ the spin-flip two - quasi-
particle (practically, particle-hole) components with opposite signs of pio-
ton and neutron amplitudes (1 e this is an isovector state) Oui calcu-
lations show that the largest pait of the core polarization effect foi the
2~-statcs is clue to the coupling with the lower M2-iesouancc The mam
reason foi this is a lelatively stiong interaction of the [2* • 3]"] (onhg-
uration with these one-phonon 2~-states The corresponding inteiaction
matiix element U$-l(2~i) is of an order of ~0 2-0 5 MeV wheieas foi
the high-hing M2-resonance it appears to be 5-10 times smallei More-
over, the excitation energy of the latter is much higher As a result,
the high-lying M2-resonance contributes less than h% to the total B(M2
2" —> 0+s) value The difference in the coupling strength of the [2+i '37]
configuration with low-energy and high-energy M2-resonances can be ex-
plained by the difference of one-phonon wave function compositions dis-
c ussed above It seems reasonable that the isovector spin-flip state weakly
couples with the two-phonon state composed of the two electric isoscalar
phonons Note that the effect of the high-lying M2-resonance on M2-
transition rates between low-lying states in odd-mass spherical nuclei is
much more prominent [5, 6]

Of course, B(M2)- values showed m Tables 1 and 2 are dependent
on the model parameters They have been fixed in each nucleus to fit
experimental data on the excited states of the simplest structures (the
lowest vibrational states, giant resonances etc ) and cannot be varied
strongly An exception are the constants of spm-multipole interactions
and effective gyromagnetic factors gejf ,q\, , because data on spin-flip
states are scarce

Let us first discuss the role of the coupling constants K0 , K\
of isosc alar and isovector spm-dipole interactions Their values were
discussed in nioie detail in ref [15] (see also [5, 6]) It was shown
that for schematic separable forces the following estimations were valid
t,\ K h | , K0 ~ 0 IK' 3 The isovector dipole constant K\ IS fixed
to reproduce the experimental eneigy of the El giant resonance Just the

'Radial lorin factors of dipole and spm-dipole interaction', supposed to be the same



above values of K01 are used in the present calculations (in refs [2, 8]
the isovector spin-dipole interaction was taken noticeably stronger) We
study the dependence of B(M2, 2~ —» 0+s) on KQ X The isoscalar spin-
dipole interaction influences B(M2) - values weakly A role of the isovec-
tor spin-dipole term is more important, especially in 144Sm. In Table 2,
one finds the values of B(M2)| calculated at K\ ' = 0.5/4 These values
are noticeably larger than those calculated at K\ = n[ ' This result
can be explained in the following way When the absolute value of K\
decreases the B(M2) strength shared between numerous 2~ phonons is
pushed down to lower excitation energies and its increasing part con-
centrates in the region of the lower peak Since these 2~ phonons are
coupled with the [2~[ ® 3j"] configuration stronger than the higher ones,
the one phonon part of B(M2, 2" —+ 01" g ) increases. The effect takes
place in both the nuclei but it appears to be much stronger in 144Sm
than in 142Ce This is due to a specific feature of the 2~ excitations in
144Sm Since this nucleus is a semimagic one, its quadrupole - octupole
two-phonon state has quite a high unperturbed energy and is very close to
the lowest one-phonon 2~ state (the energy difference is around 50 keV)
This lowest 2~ one-phonon state is almost a pure proton two-quasiparticle
state [^gV3lhn/2]z with a relatively large B(M2)| value. With decrease
in \K\ I the two states mix stronger. At K\ = 0.5K\ the one-phonon
component contributes around 40% to the norm of the 2J" state in 144Sm
With further weakening of the isovector spin-dipole interaction the first
2~ state in 144Sm becomes predominately of the one-phonon structure
and the second 2~ state becomes of the two-phonon quadrupole - oc-
tupole one. Moreover, the B(M2)J. value of the lowest QRPA 2~ state
increases with a decrease in \K\ |, thus enhancing additionally the B(M2,
2\ —• Q+a) value. The two-phonon 2j~ state in 142Ce is well separated in
energy from the one-phonon 2~ states, and the one-phonon term of its
wave function is influenced slightly by the isovector spin-dipole force In
this sense, the dependence of the B(M2, 2J" -> 0+s) on K\V21 ID 142Ce
really reflects the effect of the magnetic polarization of a nucleus as a
whole whereas in 144Sm a particular structure of the lowest 2~ excitation
plays a lole of equal importance. If one excludes the coupling 'vith the



first one-phonon 2 state in 144Sm, the B(M2, 2j —* 0*s ) \alue decreases
twice.

The discussed B(M2)| probabilities were calculated with bare <y, f fac-
tors and most likely are the upper limits to their experimental values
Within the current approach gs( are free paraineteis We ha\e alreach
mentioned the investigations of B(M2) probabilities between low-h ing
states in odd-Z nuclei Eu, Pm, Pr [6] It was shown that to descnbe
these M2-transition rates taking into account magnetic coie polaiization,
one needs to use gej* < 0 6g*nre We think it is reasonable to use the same
values of the effective gyromagnetic factors m the piesent srud\ though
thev are noticeably smaller than those derived from the magnetic mo-
ments of odd-mass nuclei [16] The B(M2, 2j~ —> 0 \̂, ) values calculated
with g'Jf = 0 6gb

s
are are given m Table 1 Thcv are of the same ordei of

magnitude as B(M2, 11/27 —+ 7/2+) in the neighbouring odd-Z nuclei
It would be interesting to measure M2-transition rates foi 2\ staters

because one would get new information about nuclear magnetization and
subtle features of low-lying excitations of unnatuial parity Evidenth
it is a difficult ta.sk since the corresponding \alues aie verv small The
D{M2, 2~ —» 0+s) transitions were not detected m (n 11̂ 7) experiments on
M2Ce and 144Sm [11, 12], where the 2~ levels were identified bv their dec av
to 2 | and/or 3]~ levels A good tool to measure excitation piobabilities
of the states seems to be the backward inelastic electron scattering since-
spm-flip nuclear states are prefeiably excited 111 this leaction The (e.e')
scattering at large angles has already been used in studying high-lvmg
M2-levels [17] We think that the nuclei of N=84 isotones, wheie the
27 state is well separated from other 2~ states are better candidates foi
such an experiment In nuclei with N=82 like '"Soi the two-phonon
C[uadrupole - octupolc 2" state is too close to the lowest one-phoncm
state of the same spin and parity So one cannot exclude a strong mixing
of these two levels, moreover the one-phonon state lias much stionger
excitation probability from the ground state



4 Summary

The influence of the A/2 core polarization on the -)- decay probabiht\
of the two-phonon quadrupole-oc tupole 2~ state was studied within the
QPM A strong increase in the B(M2.27 —> 0+s) value due to the coupling
of the two-phonon component with the M2-resonance at the excitation
eueigv Ej ~ 7-11 MeV was found The magnetic coie polarization gi\es
ovoiwhelming contribution to B(M2) values This effect is proposed to
bo measured in the backward inelastic scattering on e\en - oven nuclei
with N=84
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